
Functional Bases & Bulk 
Blends of functional ingredients that can include soya, starches and brines that can 
tenderise, improve succulence, yields or texture, reduce shrinkage and improve carving. 
Use these as they are, or as a base for developing your own functional products with our 
team. 
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Our ‘Off The Shelf Range’ contains functional products which have been developed and tested by us.  
We understand how demanding the NPD environment can be - so each of the products below are available as 
complete mixes ready for immediate dispatch.

Empro Soya Plus 10 Our entry level soya concentrate for binding fat and water

Empro Soya Concentrate 20 A soya concentrate with 70% protein content for binding fat and water

Empro Soya Isolate 33A Soya isolate with 90% + protein content that is perfect for binding and 

 stabilising fat and water

Empro Soya Isolate 516 A soya protein isolate 90% + protein content that is tumbled or injected into meat 

 to increase yield and bind fat and water

Farina (Potato Starch) A replacement for breadcrumb or rusk to add to seasonings to make gluten free products

Tendablend The original Tendablend, tumble or inject into fresh meat to improve 

 succulence and tenderness

Natural Tendablend An all natural version of Tendablend, tumble or inject into fresh meat to 

 improve succulence and tenderness

Phosphate Free Tendablend A phosphate free version of Tendablend. Tumble or inject into fresh meat 

 to improve succulence and tenderness

Lower Salt Phosphate A lower in salt and free from phosphates Tendablend. Tumble or inject into 
Free Tendablend  fresh meat to improve succulence and tenderness

Pinhead Rusk Our smallest size of rusk, which binds with water and seasoning to make the 

 ideal sausage or burger mix

Granular Rusk Our medium size of rusk, which binds with water and seasoning to make the 

 ideal sausage or burger mix

Medium Rusk Our largest size of rusk, which binds with water and seasoning to make the 

 ideal sausage or burger mix

Pinhead Oatmeal Scottish favourite - pinhead oatmeal

Medium Oatmeal Suitable for black and white pudding

We strive to make our products are as healthy as possible. Log on to our websites for full details Foodmaker
Corby
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